
Councillor walkabout (1) 

4th August 2018 

Present: T Chinery, S Glanville-Hughes, S Kitchener, D Munday, J Hodgson 

Recreation Ground 

Area under the yellow gate is worn – remove visible stones   

Grey gate absent, under repair. Obtain progress report. Done 

Investigate placing dog fouling penalty notices at each entrance to the 

recreation ground. (3 signs requested from ENC 08/08/18) 

 

Investigate prices of sourcing and installing two picnic benches for the area 

between the play area and the fitness equipment. 

 

 

Spencer Parade  

In the grass area at the bottom of the path the remains of a sign post have 

left a hole in the ground. NCC to be asked to grind this down and burying 

it. [Street Doc ref 951912 06/08/18] 

NCC 

attended 

07/08/18 

 

Spencer Parade Gardens 

Arrange to lift loose paving slabs to investigate cause Done 

07/08/18 

Proposed solution to the uneven ‘long’ path made up of paving slabs- lift, 

re-bed, and incorporate slopes to approx. 9.5m of path. 

This course of action to be approved by council. Quote requested from N 

Brailsford 07/08/18 

 

Temporary notice to be erected warning of uneven surface Done 

6/08/18 

Arrange for the stone wall by the brook to be inspected by Rutland 

Masonry [emailed 06/08/18] 

 

Obtain quotes for benches/table for installation on the grass  

Create a planting scheme for roses on the grass slope behind the bus 

shelter. 

Roses on the bank was suggested. These would need to be ‘contained’ to 

protect against strimmers. I have asked RC if he can source some disused 

pipes for this purpose. Council needs to set a budget to buy roses and 

compost and make a donation to STEP if they are to do the work. 

The budget could also include spring bulbs  

 

 

Christmas lights 

The possibility of hiring solar powered Christmas lights for the lamp posts was discussed. 

This course of action to be approved by council 

Telephone box 



The possibility of securing 100% grant funding for restoration & refurbishment of the phone 

box was discussed. A suggestion was made that it could be converted to a TARDIS to be a 

tourist attraction. 

Council approval required to apply for grant funding. 

 

St Laurence churchyard 

Create agenda item to consider cleaning the war memorial prior to 

Armistice [cleaned & repaired June 2014 £630.00; listed consent may be 

required]  

Done 

Ask the church warden for copies of their accident book for any accident 

occurring in the churchyard [Emailed 6/08/18] 

 

Proposed solution for the uneven church path in the area of the 

Wellingtonia – grind down the affected area. 

Discussed with N Brailsford 07/08/18. Grinding down will leave poor 

surface area due to the fact its concrete. Recommended slicing the existing 

slabs into smaller slabs, lifting and resetting. 

 

Area of boundary wall, on the internal face, adjacent to main gate to be 

monitored for deterioration/work [ Rutland Masonry emailed 06/08/18] 

 

 


